Molecular dynamics simulations using a recently developed Ga-N Tersoff type bond order interatomic potential have been used to investigate the growth mechanisms of ͑0001͒ wurtzite GaN films from thermalized atomic gallium and nitrogen fluxes. The crystallinity and stoichiometry of the deposited wurtzite lattice structures were determined as a function of growth temperature and N:Ga flux ratio. The lattice perfection was found to improve as the growth temperature was increased to 500 K. At a fixed growth temperature, the lattice quality and stoichiometry both reached optimum as the N:Ga ratio approached a value between two and three. The optimum flux ratio increased with increasing growth temperature. These three observations are consistent with experimental studies of growth on wurtzite phase promoting substrates. The atomic assembly mechanisms responsible for these effects have been explored using time-resolved atom position images. The analysis revealed that high quality crystalline growth only occurred when off-lattice atoms ͑which are usually associated with amorphous embryos or defect complexes͒ formed during deposition were able to move to unoccupied lattice sites by thermally activated diffusion processes. The need for a high N:Ga flux ratio to synthesize stochiometric films arises because many of the nitrogen adatoms that impact N-rich ͑0001͒ GaN surfaces are re-evaporated. Reductions of the substrate temperature reduce this reevaporation and as a result, the optimum N:Ga ratio for the stoichiometric film formation ͑and best lattice perfection͒ was reduced as the growth temperature was decreased.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vapor deposited materials with controllable band gaps 1 are required for many optoelectronic applications such as light emitting diodes, laser diodes, ultraviolet detectors, and ultrahigh power devices. 2, 3 Gallium nitride ͑GaN͒ films are particularly interesting because their band gaps can be conveniently engineered. The two most stable GaN crystal structures are the hexagonal wurtzite and the cubic zinc-blende ͑␤-GaN͒ phases. They have similar cohesive energies of −4.529 and −4.524 eV/ atom, respectively. 4, 5 The wurtzite and zinc-blende GaN lattices are also similar. The gallium atoms in both structures are coordinated by four nitrogen atoms and vice versa. The wurtzite lattice can be obtained from the zinc-blende lattice by distortion of the ͑111͒ plane and ͓111͔ direction ͑resulting in a slight atomic spacing change͒. 4, 5 Even though the cohesive energies of the two GaN phases are very similar, the different planar atom configurations and lattice dimensions of the ͑0001͒ wurtzite and ͑001͒ zincblende planes enables selective growth of either wurtzite or zinc-blende phase by using appropriate ͑lattice matched͒ substrates. For instance, the wurtzite phase forms on ͑0001͒ sapphire substrates, while the zinc-blende structure forms on ͑001͒ GaAs substrates. 6, 7 The wurtzite GaN structure has a band gap of 3.4 eV, 8 while its zinc-blende counterpart has a band gap of 3.26 eV. 6 The wurtzite form of GaN is of particular technological interest because it forms a continuous solid solution with both AlN and InN with band gaps of 6.2 9 and 1.9 eV, 6 respectively. This miscibility enables GaAlN and GaInN alloys to be grown with a tailored band gap that facilitates optoelectronic devices active from the visible to deep ultraviolet frequencies.
Crystal lattice perfection is essential for optoelectronic applications of GaN. 1 Deviation from the ideal lattice configuration can change the atomic coordination and overstretch bonds, which locally changes electron populations in the valence and conduction bands. 1 Similarly, the existence of native point defects such as vacancies changes local energy levels and electron populations, which adversely affects the electrical and optical properties of these materials. 10, 11 High quality optoelectronic GaN thin films must therefore have a highly perfect crystal lattice, a stoichiometric composition, and contain a low defect concentration.
GaN thin films can be grown by a variety of deposition methods including metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy ͑MOVPE͒, 12 molecular beam epitaxy ͑MBE͒, 13 various sputtering processes, 14, 15 and supersonic gas jet assisted vapor deposition. [16] [17] [18] Extensive experimental studies have shown that the quality of GaN films is highly sensitive to the deposition method. Metalorganic chemical vapor deposition, which is based on the chemical reaction between trimethylgallium and NH 3 , can usually produce highly crystalline asgrown GaN films provided a high temperature ͑approaching 1000°C͒ is used to thermally dissociate the NH 3 molecules. 19 However, thermal expansion mismatch with the substrate results in significant post growth cooling strains and defective films. 19 In addition, the high growth temperatures can result in other undesired effects such as dopant and group-III metal desorption, diffusion, and segregation. 19 Reductions in growth temperature are therefore highly desirable.
High quality GaN films cannot be grown by conventional physical vapor deposition methods such as MBE that use a molecular N 2 vapor flux. This is because the relatively inert N 2 molecule has a low reaction probability with gallium rich surfaces. This results in non-stoichiometric films with a high nitrogen vacancy concentration even when high N 2 vapor pressures are used for deposition. 11 To overcome this problem, highly activated atomic or even ionic nitrogen sources are widely used for the growth. 7, 11, 16, 20, 21 The activated nitrogen can be generated by a radio frequency ͑RF͒ plasma, 16, 20 a microwave plasma, 7, 11 or a direct nitrogen ion beam gun. 21 To reduce recombination of the dissociated nitrogen atoms during gas phase transport, atomic nitrogen gas can be entrapped in a supersonic inert gas jet. 16 Using these activated nitrogen sources, high quality GaN films can be grown at quite low temperatures using MBE, sputtering, or supersonic gas jet assisted vapor deposition. 14, 19 The atomic scale structure of thin films deposited by the physical vapor deposition methods is highly sensitive to processing conditions, including the substrate temperature, 6, 14, 16, 22 the N:Ga vapor flux ratio, [23] [24] [25] [26] the nitrogen vapor's reactivity, 7, 11, 16, 20, 21 the adatom incident energy, 27 the adatom incident angle, 27 and the deposition rate. 6 Experimental studies have shown that GaN films deposited at very low temperatures are always amorphous, and their crystalline quality improves as the deposition temperature is increased. 6, 14, 16, 22 Increasing the substrate temperature is believed to improve the mobility of surface atoms enabling them to find the low energy lattice sites that lead to a highly crystalline film. 22 However, details of this process have not been investigated.
The amorphous to crystalline transition temperature is affected by other deposition conditions. For instance, using RF magnetron sputtering, Guo et al.
14 indicated that growth temperatures below 500°C resulted in amorphous films while single crystalline wurtzite films with smooth surfaces could only be grown at 700°C or above. By employing hot filaments to pre-decompose NH 3 in a atomic layer epitaxy process, Sumakeris et al. 6 showed that single crystalline wurtzite GaN films could be grown at 250 to 350°C even from triethylgallium and NH 3 sources. This difference in crystalline temperature may be partly attributed to the differences in vapor source reactivity and vapor flux ratio used in the two deposition methods. It may be partly attributed to the different ways the deposition fluxes were introduced in the two methods. In RF magnetron sputtering, gallium and nitrogen vapor atoms arrive at the growth surface simultaneously, whereas in the atomic layer epitaxy, gallium and nitrogen vapor atoms arrive at the growth surface alternatively corresponding to the deposition of the alternative gallium and nitrogen planes in the ͓0001͔ wurtzite growth direction. Inappropriate N:Ga flux ratio was shown to result in nonstoichiometric films. [23] [24] [25] [26] The atomic processes responsible for this are not clear.
Reconciliation of these experimentally observed processing condition effects could be significantly improved if the atomistic assembly mechanisms active under the various deposition conditions could be visualized. Here, we utilize molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations to explore the atomic assembly mechanisms of GaN films as a function of growth temperature and N:Ga flux ratio ͑at a fixed adatom energy͒.
II. SIMULATION METHODS
Molecular dynamics provides a means for simulating the capture of vapor atoms by a solid surface and the subsequent mechanisms of atomic assembly including thermally activated migration of atoms on a surface, stress and energy driven surface structure reconstructions, and various adatom exchange processes with substrate atoms. The validity of the approach is largely determined by the interatomic potential used to describe the interatomic forces and the computation approach to simulate the growth.
A. Interatomic potentials
Covalently bonded materials have been widely studied using angular dependent Stillinger-Weber 28 and Tersoff 29, 30 potentials. It should be noted that the direct molecular dynamics simulations of surface growth published in literature have mostly used Stillinger-Weber type of potential. [31] [32] [33] [34] However, Stillinger-Weber type of potential was designed to predict the lowest cohesive energy for the zinc-blende ͑diamond-cubic͒ structure by over-destabilizing ͑predicting less negative cohesive energies͒ other phases. 35 As a result, Stillinger-Weber type of potential overly favors the crystalline growth of the zinc-blende phase and inhibits the nucleation of the many other phases that can locally form at a surface. Because the other configurations are overdestabilized with respect to the ͑ground state͒ growth phase, Stillinger-Weber type of potential usually predicts a vapor atom sticking coefficient of near unity. In compound systems, this means that the composition of the growth film is nearly identical to the composition of the vapor fluxes and the previous growth simulations using Stillinger-Weber type of potential could not have addressed the effects of vapor flux ratio upon a film's resulting structure and composition.
Analytical bond order potential for covalent materials have been directly derived from first principle theories. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] These studies showed that the empirical Tersoff potential is very similar to the second-moment approximation of the bond order potential. 40 While many literature parameterizations of Tersoff type of potential have better phase transferability, we found that they usually predicted amorphous semiconductor growth. 35 This accounts for the observations that Tersoff type of potential has not been widely used in MD to simulate the growth of semiconductors and that the few MD simulations using the Tersoff type of potential only looked at the growth of one atomic layer of semiconductor film that did not clearly show the crystalline features. 42 It is hence a new progress if a highly transferable Tersoff type of potential is demonstrated to allow the study of the epitaxial growth of semiconductor films.
The modeling of vapor deposition is one of the most stringent tests of an interatomic potential and some potentials that adequately describe the static properties of a crystal are unable to simulate its growth and often incorrectly predict film amorphous structures. Two versions of the Stillinger-Weber type of potential, 43, 44 and two versions of the Tersoff type of potential, 5, 45, 46 have been recently proposed for the GaN system. A series of preliminary calculations were therefore used to access the merits of the four potentials and identify the one that best suited for a simulation of GaN thin film growth.
When stoichiometric vapor fluxes ͑N:Ga=1͒ were used to simulate the growth of GaN, we found that both versions of the Stillinger-Weber type of potential correctly predict the occurrence of crystalline growth. These observations appear consistent with related attempts to use Stillinger-Weber type of potential to model the growth of GaAs films. 47 Like many other Tersoff type potentials, Moon and Hwang's parameterization of the Tersoff potential 46 was found to incorrectly predict amorphous film growth under high growth temperature conditions where epitaxial films are normally observed to form. In the GaAs system, a Tersoff type of potential developed by Albe et al. 48 has been shown to successfully predict the crystalline growth of GaAs films. 47, 49 This was accomplished by a parameter fitting that ensured the correct relative cohesive energies for the equilibrium and many metastable phases of the system. Preliminary calculations with a GaN Tersoff type of potential developed by the same group 5, 45 was found to correctly predict the epitaxial growth of GaN films. In addition, we found that this potential enabled nitrogen evaporation from surfaces with high nitrogen fractions.
One advantage of this potential is that it reasonably describes the cohesive energies of a variety of phases including three types of molecular dimers ͑Ga 2 ,N 2 , and Ga-N͒ and many bulk crystals ͓͑dc͒ Ga, ͑sc͒ Ga, ͑bcc͒ Ga, ͑fcc͒ Ga, ␣-Ga, Ga-II, ͑dc͒ N, ͑sc͒ N, ͑bcc͒ N, ͑fcc͒ N, ͑zb͒ GaN, ͑wz͒ GaN, ͑B1͒ GaN, and ͑B2͒ GaN, with notations dc: diamond cubic, sc: simple cubic, bcc: body centered cubic, fcc: face centered cubic, zb: zinc-blende, and wz: wurtzite͔. 5 Because the relative stabilities of a variety N, GaN, and Ga phases are correctly incorporated in the potential, reasonable results are expected from the growth simulation where the surface composition is likely to vary widely.
A wz lattice is essentially a distorted zb lattice. Because the simple formulism used in this potential cannot distinguish the two structures, the wz bulk relaxes to the zb lattice under energy minimization calculations. The potential correctly predicts significantly more negative cohesive energies for the wz/zb GaN phase with respect to that of the other lattices. This is compatible with the observations that wz/zb GaN crystals can be readily grown without the precipitation of other phases on a growth surface. One rather unique feature of this potential is that it correctly predicts an even lower cohesive energy for the N 2 molecules than for the wz/zb phase. It accounts for the observations that GaN films cannot be grown from molecular N 2 fluxes since dissociation of N 2 molecules on a GaN surface is thermodynamically unfavorable. The N 2 molecules therefore have a high probability of immediate re-evaporation ͑in a molecular form͒ following impact with a surface.
This potential also predicts relatively large ͑Ga on nitrogen and nitrogen on Ga͒ antisite defect energies. This was found to be important for the correct simulation of the crystalline growth, which requires that adatoms condensed on random sites to reconstruct to the correct sites in the corresponding sublattice.
Finally, molecular dynamics calculations were used to calculate specific heat and thermal expansion coefficient of wz/zb GaN crystal. We found a specific heat of ϳ13 J · mol −1 ·K −1 , matching reasonably well with the first principle calculations, 50 and a thermal expansion coefficient of 2 ϫ 10 −6 K −1 , in good agreement with experiments. 51 In view of the analysis above, the present molecular dynamics simulations of wz/zb GaN film growth uses the Tersoff type of potential parameterized by Nord, Nordlund, Keinonen, and Albe. 
B. Molecular dynamics simulations
A computational wurtzite GaN substrate crystal was created using lattice constants a = 3.23 Å , c = 5.28 Å, and u = 0.3748. A typical substrate crystal prior to deposition is shown as the two shaded ͑yellow and orange͒ areas in Fig. 1͑a͒ . It contained 30 ͑Ga 50 N 50 ͒ planes in the ͓2110͔ x-direction, 8 planes ͑4 pairs of closely spaced gallium and nitrogen planes͒ in the ͓0001͔ y-direction, and 12 planes ͑6 pairs of gallium and nitrogen planes͒ in the ͓0110͔ z-direction. Each pair of the ͑0001͒ gallium and nitrogen ͑y-͒ planes was composed of 180 atoms. The top y-surface of the substrate was terminated by a plane of nitrogen atoms. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the x-and z-directions so that the substrate could be viewed as infinitely large in these dimensions. A free boundary condition was used in the y-direction to enable deposition on the top ͑0001͒ surface.
A simulated growth temperature was created by assigning velocities to each of the atoms based upon a Boltzmann probability distribution. The subsequent evolution of atom position ͑and velocity͒ as a function of time was then solved from the interatomic forces and Newton's equations of motion using Nordsieck's numerical integration algorithm. 52 A Lagrangian formalism that enables the periodic lengths to change during the simulation was adopted. 53 This relaxes the stresses. Simulations with the fixed periodic lengths were also conducted and similar results were discovered.
Growth was simulated by periodically injecting a single ͑either gallium or nitrogen͒ atom towards the top ͑0001͒ sur- face from random locations far above this surface. The far field adatom incident angle was assumed to be normal to the growth surface ͑ =0°͒. The relative injection frequencies of the gallium and nitrogen atoms were varied to investigate the effects of the gallium and nitrogen flux ratio. To prevent crystal drift due to adatom momentum transfer, atoms in the bottom pair of gallium and nitrogen planes ͑the yellow shaded region of the substrate͒ were fixed during the simulations.
The injected atoms were all assigned a remote kinetic energy of 0.17 eV. Such thermalized fluxes are analogous to those of a molecular beam epitaxy or a high pressure sputtering process. During atom impact, the adatom's initial kinetic energy and latent heat of condensation were partitioned into the vibrational modes of the system. This would then result in a continuous increase of system temperature. To simulate the approximately isothermal conditions under which growth usually occurs, a Nose-Hoover thermostat algorithm 54 was applied to modify the interatomic forces in a subsurface region so that a constant simulated temperature was maintained in that region. This thermostat region was initially set to be one pair of gallium and nitrogen planes below the surface. A temperature gradient between surface and the temperature controlled region was then naturally created. This allowed the heat generated on the surface to be phonon conducted to the thermostat region where it was then removed from the calculation. The temperature controlled region was allowed to grow at approximately the same rate as the surface growth in order to maintain an approximately constant temperature gradient and surface temperature. Under the typical simulated conditions, say a simulated temperature of 800 K and a N:Ga flux ratio of unity, the temperatures in both the free surface region and the temperature controlled region were found to be usually within 750-850 K, with a distance between the two regions of at least one pair of gallium and nitrogen plane thick.
While the activated atomic form of nitrogen can readily react with a gallium surface, the nitrogen atoms are still expected to react ͑permanently bind͒ less frequently when they collide with an N-terminated GaN surface. As a result, nitrogen adatom re-evaporation is significant for N-terminated surfaces. During simulations, atoms that were found to evaporate were removed from the system. The simulated growth rate does not, therefore, directly correspond to the adatom injection rate and different deposition conditions generally yielded different simulated growth rates when the adatom injection frequencies were kept the same. In order to maintain a uniform growth rate for all simulated conditions, test runs were first carried out at each simulated temperature and N:Ga flux ratio. The atom injection rate was then rescaled by the ratio of the desired simulated growth rate and the growth rate predicted in the test run. The second run using the rescaled adatom injection frequencies would then produce a near constant simulated growth rate for all the simulations. For reference, the time interval of adatom injection was about 24 ps under the growth conditions of N:Ga ratio of unity and a simulated temperature of 800 K. At least 14 ns of growth was simulated.
The simulations were conducted at an accelerated growth rate of 0.05 nm/ ns. This is about 10 7 times greater than that typically used in experiments and significantly reduces the surface diffusion time ͑and therefore the diffusion distance͒ before adatoms are buried by new arrivals. The film structure is in a large part determined by the surface atom migration distance. It is difficult to accurately estimate the surface atom migration distance because each surface atom has many different available jump paths and the population of the jump paths is dynamically dependent on the local surface structure. However, if it is assumed that the surface structures of both simulations and real growth experiments are governed by the same dominant jump path, the simulated growth rate and simulated deposition temperature can be approximately converted to a real growth rate and a real deposition temperature by equating the surface migration distance ͑by the dominant jump path͒ under both sets of conditions. The diffusion distance for an atom on a surface is proportional to ͱ͑1/R͒exp͑−Q/kT͒, where Q is activation energy of surface diffusion, k is Boltzmann constant, R is growth rate, and T is growth temperature. We distinguish the real growth rate, R, and the real temperature, T, from the simulated growth rate, R s , and the simulated growth temperature, T s . Equating the diffusion distances then leads to an expression linking the temperatures and rates of growth:
͑1͒
Ab initio calculations indicated that the diffusion activation energy barriers for a nitrogen and a gallium atom on an unreconstructed Ga-terminated ͑0001͒ surface are 1.1-1.3 eV and 0.2-0.7 eV, respectively. 55 Using the potential, we found that the diffusion activation energy barriers for a nitrogen atom on a dimerized Ga-terminated ͑0001͒ surface and a gallium atom on a dimerized N-terminated ͑0001͒ surface are both close to 1.0 eV. The activation energy barrier of nitrogen diffusion on Ga-terminated ͑0001͒ surface calculated using the potential is quite close to the value determined using the ab initio method. In addition, the higher diffusion energy barrier controls the rate for island expansion during which the diffusion of both gallium and nitrogen to the island ledges or step edges is required. Equation ͑1͒ was then used to estimate the real deposition temperature T for a simulated temperature T s using R s / R =10 7 and Q = 1.0 eV. This equivalent real deposition temperature T is then used throughout the following presentation of results and their discussion. It should be pointed out that while Eq. ͑1͒ is approximate, it better relates the simulated conditions to the experimental ones.
III. SIMULATED ATOMIC SCALE STRUCTURES

A. Growth temperature effects
Examples of the simulated GaN films deposited with an N:Ga flux ratio of 2.0 are shown in Fig. 1 for two equivalent real temperatures of 295 and 486 K. The atomic scale structure of the film deposited at a low temperature ͑295 K͒, Fig.  1͑a͒ , is ill defined. The film was found to be amorphous and contained a very high population of defects. In contrast, the structure of the film deposited at the higher temperature ͑486 K͒, Fig. 1͑b͒ , exhibits well developed crystalline features. This film consisted of epitaxial planes and had a low defect concentration. Increasing the growth temperature from 295 to 486 K clearly improved the crystallinity of GaN films, in good agreement with experiments. 6, 14, 16, 22 Because both wz and zb phases relax to essentially the zb phase using the potential, no stacking faults were discovered in the films with sufficiently defined crystallinity.
B. N:Ga flux ratio effects
The atomic scale structures of the GaN films deposited at a growth temperature of 379 K are shown in Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑c͒ for three different N:Ga ratios of 1.2, 1.8, and 2.4. It can be seen that for a low N:Ga flux ratio of 1.2, Fig. 2͑a͒ , the first two deposited pairs of gallium and nitrogen planes appear to have grown epitaxially. However, the third and fourth partially deposited pairs of gallium and nitrogen planes are much less well ordered. As the N:Ga ratio was increased to 1.8, Fig. 2͑b͒ , the third deposited pair of planes still remained somewhat disordered, but the overall film crystallinity was improved ͑the first two deposited planes became more planar͒. Increasing the N:Ga ratio to 2.4, Fig. 2͑c͒ , resulted in further improvement to the film's crystallinity and the third deposited pair of planes then grew epitaxially. Epitaxial film growth was clearly promoted by increasing the N:Ga ratio from 1.2 to around 2.0.
Simulations using the same three N:Ga ratios were repeated at a higher growth temperature of 450 K. The corresponding results are shown in Figs. 3͑a͒-3͑c͒ . The higher temperature resulted in films whose crystallinity was significantly improved over those shown in Fig. 2 . We also again observed that increasing the N:Ga flux ratio promoted more perfect films. The lowest N:Ga ratio of 1.2, Fig. 3͑a͒ , still resulted in a relatively poor quality film.
The effects of N:Ga flux ratio have been experimentally explored. [23] [24] [25] [26] It should be pointed out that the nitrogen flux is difficult to directly measure, and hence it is often indirectly deduced. Myoung et al. 23 and Einfeldt et al. 24 derived their fluxes based on the assumption that the sticking probability of nitrogen atoms was unity. Their data, therefore, cannot be directly compared with our results. Using a beam equivalent pressure ratio to represent the N:Ga flux ratio, Tsai et al. 25 found that the stoichiometric crystalline films were best grown using an N:Ga flux ratio between 15 and 35. Jeon et al. 26 used N 2 + ions as the depositing source, and were therefore able to measure the N 2 + flux by an ion beam probe. They found that the N 2 + : Ga flux ratio to grow the stoichiometric crystalline films was around 3.4. These experiments all provided evidence that the best quality films are synthesized under excess nitrogen flux conditions. The simulations reported above are clearly consistent with the experimental findings. GaN films to be observed. To more quantitatively explore these effects, a method was developed to calculate crystal lattice perfection ͑crystallinity and stoichiometry͒ parameters ͑see the Appendix͒. Lattice vibration and transient reconstructions on the film surface affect the calculated crystallinity. To reduce significance of these effects, the crystallinity parameter was calculated at nanosecond intervals during deposition. The average value of the crystallinity parameter ͑over 13 ns or more of deposition͒, , as a function of growth temperature at a fixed N:Ga ratio of 2.0, is then shown in Fig. 4 using the black circles. It can be seen that increasing the growth temperature resulted in rapid improvement of the crystallinity between 200 and 430 K. Above 430 K, the crystallinity quickly became saturated.
IV. CRYSTALLINITY AND STOICHIOMETRY
A. Growth temperature effects
The simulations presented in this work were in general carried out using a fixed simulated growth rate of R s = 0.05 nm/ ns. To test Eq. ͑1͒, test runs were also carrier out at a fixed simulated temperature of T s = 1200 K and various simulated growth rates, R s . Assuming the same experimental growth rate R, the average crystallinity parameter obtained in these test runs are included in Fig. 4 using the unfilled circles. It can be seen that calculations using the constant R s and the constant T s runs matched reasonably well.
The nitrogen fraction, X N , was calculated for each film after the completion of its deposition. This fraction is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of growth temperature for a fixed N:Ga flux ratio of 2.0. It can be seen that at low temperatures ͑295 K and below͒, the film had a near stoichiometric composition of 0.5. However, increasing the substrate temperature above 295 K resulted in a gradual reduction in nitrogen fraction suggesting that nitrogen re-evaporation became increasingly significant above 295 K. The low nitrogen fraction mainly occurred on the surface in the simulations. The results suggest that unless the N:Ga flux ratio is increased correspondingly, the nitrogen vacancy concentration can become significant at high growth temperatures when the surface with insufficient nitrogen occupancies is buried into the bulk.
B. N:Ga flux ratio effects
The average crystallinity parameter is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of N:Ga flux ratio between 1.0 and 3.0 for low ͑379 K͒ and high ͑450 K͒ growth temperatures. It can be seen that at a growth temperature of 379 K, increasing the N:Ga ratio from 1.0 to 3.0 slowly improved the crystallinity. Similar improvements are also seen at a higher growth temperature of 450 K. However, during growth at the higher temperature, the crystallinity saturated at an N:Ga flux ratio of about 2.4 and no further improvements was seen as this ratio was increased.
The nitrogen fraction, X N , is explored as a function of N:Ga flux ratio for growth temperatures of 379 and 450 K, Fig. 7 . At both temperatures, sub-stoichiometric surfaces were formed when the N:Ga ratio was below 2.0. These surfaces are more likely to nucleate nitrogen vacancies. Near stoichiometric surface composition was only obtained when the N:Ga ratio reached a value of ϳ2.7. Slightly higher N:Ga ratios were required to achieve similar compositions as the high growth temperature was used.
V. EFFECTS OF FILM ORIENTATION
The wurtzite structure of GaN is composed of pairs of closely spaced gallium and nitrogen planes in the ͓0001͔ direction. Unless the paired planes are separated to create a highly unstable surface, the crystal orientation explored in Figs. 1-3 is always terminated by nitrogen atoms. By flipping the crystal about the x-axis, a film that is always terminated by gallium atoms during growth can be obtained as shown in Fig. 8 . Simulations of vapor deposition on the Ga-terminated surface revealed crystalline growth provided the growth temperature was reasonably high. The average crystallinity, , and the nitrogen fraction, X N , for N-terminated and Ga-terminated films deposited using a substrate temperature of 450 K and an N:Ga ratio of unity are compared in Table I . Table I shows that at a growth temperature of 450 K and an N:Ga vapor flux ratio of unity, the Ga-terminated film had a slightly higher crystallinity and a more stoichiometric composition than the N-terminated film. No experiments have been done to address this surface chemistry effect. The phenomenon, however, can be easily understood because the N adatoms are less likely to re-evaporate when they strike a Ga-terminated surface. As a result, the N:Ga ratio required for the stoichiometric growth on the Ga-terminated surface is reduced from that on the N-terminated surface.
VI. ATOMIC ASSEMBLY MECHANISMS
Having established that the simulation methodology captures many of the processing condition-film structure relationships, we can proceed to explore the atomic assembly mechanisms responsible for these effects. Detailed time resolved analysis of the atomic assembly of the films revealed that defect evolution and nitrogen evaporation were respectively responsible for the temperature and the N:Ga ratio effects on the switching from crystalline to amorphous growth.
A. Defect incorporation
To explore the role of lattice defects during amorphous growth, we show a simulation of the deposition of a GaN film at 486 K using an N:Ga flux ratio of 2.0. A section of the film after 7 ns of deposition ͑relative time 0 ns͒ is shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ . The same section after 11 ns of deposition ͑relative time 4 ns͒ is shown in Fig. 9͑b͒. In Figs. 9͑a͒ and 9͑b͒ , the first deposited pair of gallium and nitrogen planes are denoted by a blue plate behind the film. It can be seen that at the deposition time of 7 ns, the first pair of gallium and nitrogen planes was almost fully deposited, and the second pair of gallium and nitrogen planes was partially deposited. At the deposition time of 11 ns, the second pair was also almost fully deposited. Time-resolved MD images, Figs. 9͑c͒-9͑g͒, illustrate the evolution of the first deposited pair of gallium and nitrogen planes during the 7-11 ns period of deposition. Atoms that contributed to the defect evolution during this period are identified by numbers. The arrows are used to indicate the directions in which the atoms were about to jump as deposition continued.
For an ideal crystal, the top nitrogen plane shown in Figs. 9͑c͒-9͑g͒ should contain 25 nitrogen atoms ͑3-2-3-2-3-2-3-2-3-2 atoms in each of the atom rows going from left to right͒. Figure 9͑c͒ shows that at the relative time t = 0, the first deposited pair of gallium and nitrogen planes had three nitrogen vacancies concentrated in the area marked by the black circle. These nitrogen vacancies caused significant off-site displacements of all nearby atoms. These vacancies and off-site defects can be considered as amorphous embryo. As indicated by the arrows in Figs. 9͑c͒-9͑f͒ , various atom migration processes occurred during the next 4 ns. These migration processes eventually led to the configuration shown in Fig. 9͑g͒ at t = 4 ns, where the two of the original nitrogen vacancies were removed and the off-lattice displacements of atoms had been significantly reduced.
This example shows that an amorphous embryo can be eliminated if sufficient surface and near surface atom migra- 9 . ͑Color online͒ Time-resolved process for elimination of nitrogen vacancies and off-lattice sites during deposition at T = 486 K and N : Ga= 2.0. ͑a͒ film at the start of examination t = 0 ns, ͑b͒ film at the end of examination t = 4 ns, ͑c͒ t = 0 ns, ͑d͒ t = 1 ns, ͑e͒ t = 2 ns, ͑f͒ t = 3 ns, and ͑g͒ t = 4 ns. tion is allowed to occur. However, this migration takes at least several nanoseconds at 486 K, Fig. 9 . During higher temperature deposition, the near surface atoms can more quickly overcome the energy barriers impeding their migration to the lattice sites and hence there is a higher probability that amorphous embryos ͑defects͒ are eliminated before the regions is deeply buried by new adatom arrivals. This then promotes crystalline growth as observed in experiments. During low temperature deposition, near surface atoms in amorphous embryos are not mobile enough to quickly migrate within these regions. As a result, these defect regions are buried in the film by new adatoms. The amorphous embryos then quickly accumulate resulting in the formation of a fully amorphous structure.
B. Nitrogen evaporation
Stable wurtzite ͑0001͒ GaN surfaces are composed of pairs of closely spaced gallium and nitrogen planes. The growth of these pairs of gallium and nitrogen planes occurs when gallium and nitrogen adatoms meet and react on the surface. This is clearly shown in Figs. 1͑b͒, 3͑b͒ , and 3͑c͒, where no nitrogen atoms are seen on top of the N-terminated surface except in regions where gallium atoms are also present. Time-resolved images of the reaction between an approaching nitrogen adatom and an N-terminated surface at 295 K are shown in Fig. 10 . The nitrogen adatom and a surface nitrogen atom that interacted with the nitrogen adatom are marked as "1" and "2," respectively. Figure 10 verifies that an incoming nitrogen atom "1" rapidly reevaporated after briefly ͑Ͻ0.3 ps͒ interacted with a nitrogen atom "2" on the N-terminated surface.
Crystalline growth requires a near stoichiometric film composition. The mechanism of nitrogen evaporation on nitrogen rich surfaces observed above means that the number of nitrogen atoms that are incorporated in a film is always less than the number of nitrogen atoms impacting the surface. Stoichiometric films can therefore only be grown using an N:Ga vapor flux ratio greater than unity. In general, increasing the N:Ga flux ratio reduces nitrogen vacancies in the films. A high N:Ga ratio usually does not result in excessive nitrogen composition because nitrogen atoms only stick to surfaces where free gallium atoms are present. Because the probability of nitrogen evaporation increases at higher temperatures, the nitrogen composition in the films usually decreases with increasing deposition temperature under fixed N:Ga ratio conditions. These observations of atomic reassembly account well for the observed improvement in film quality as the N:Ga was increased to around 2.8.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study the growth of GaN films on the ͑0001͒ wurtzite surface. The results indicated that deposition at low temperatures ͑295 K͒ produced amorphous films. Increasing the substrate temperature resulted in films with higher crystallinity and lower defect concentrations, and highly epitaxial crystalline films could be achieved at substrate temperatures above 450 K. These effects were linked to the amorphous embryos which can be rapidly eliminated at high temperatures through thermally activated diffusion. Increasing N:Ga ratio from 1.0 to 2.4 also improved the crystallinity by reducing the probability of amorphous embryo formation. The effect saturated when the N:Ga ratio reached 2.4. The best stoichiometric films were obtained at an N:Ga flux ratio around 2.6-2.8. This arose because nitrogen adatoms on an N-terminated surface preferentially evaporated, thereby automatically adjusting the film composition to the stoichiometric value.
A crystallinity parameter capable of quantifying the level of closeness of the deposited film to an ideal crystal is needed. The easiest way is to compare the positions of the deposited atoms with sites of a pre-defined crystalline lattice over the film space. First, the initial substrate crystal is relaxed using molecular statics simulations to remove the thermal perturbation and stresses. This enables atoms to find ideal lattices sites within the substrate. Lattice sites over the film space can then be found by epitaxially extrapolating this relaxed substrate in the growth direction. The mean square deviation of deposited atom positions from their closest lattice sites can then be directly related to the crystallinity.
During growth, defects ͑such as dislocations and stacking faults͒ and stresses may develop. In addition, thermal expansion occurs. Both defects and thermal expansion cause de- viation of atom positions from the pre-defined lattice sites that do not contribute to a change of crystallinity. Hence, it is highly desired that the crystalline lattice sites be defined around each atom locally during run-time.
Suppose that a given adatom i has a set of nearest neighbor atoms whose positions are notated as ͕r i ͖. If the center atom i is assumed to be at a lattice site, then a set of nearest neighbor lattice sites can be determined based on the substrate orientation and lattice constants. The positions of these lattice sites that most closely match ͕r i ͖ are notated as ͕R i ͖. The mean square deviation of ͕r i ͖ from ͕R i ͖ , ⌬ i = ͑R i − r i ͒ 2 , represents the deviation of atom i's environment from the crystalline configuration. A parameter, i = exp͑−␣⌬ i 2 ͒, which equals 1 at ⌬ i = 0 and continuously drops to zero when ⌬ i is increased, can then be used to characterize the crystallinity of atom i. Here we chose ␣ = 5. The crystallinity of the film can then be well described by the average crystallinity of all deposited atoms, = ͑1/N͚͒ i=1 N i , where N is the total number of the deposited atoms. An ideal crystal corresponds to a value of =1.
The nitrogen composition ͑atomic fraction͒ X N in the deposited film is defined as X N = N N N , where N N is the total number of nitrogen atoms in the deposited film. Nitrogen composition can be used to measure stoichiometry of the film and to estimate concentrations of nitrogen and gallium vacancies. *Corresponding author. Telephone.: 434-982-5672; Fax: 434-982-
